The need of addressing "residual flood risk" associated with structural protection measures, such as levee systems and flood-control reservoirs, has fostered actions aimed at increasing flood risk awareness. Structural measures have lowered risk perception by inducing a false sense of safety. As a result, these structures contribute to an underestimation of the "residual risk". We analyze the effect of different reservoir operations, such as coping with drought versus coping with flood events, on flood inundation patterns. First, a hydrological model simulates different scenarios, which represent the dam regulation strategies. Each regulation strategy is the combination of an opening of the outlet gate and of the initial water level in the reservoir. Second, the corresponding outputs of the dam in terms of maximum discharge values are estimated. Then, in turn, each output of the dam is used as an upstream boundary condition of a hydraulic model used to simulate the flood propagation and the inundation processes in the river reach. The hydraulic model is thus used to determine the effect, in terms of inundated areas, of each dam regulation scenario. Finally, the ensemble of all flood inundation maps is built to define the areas more prone to be flooded. The test site is the Casanuova dam (Umbria, central Italy) which aims at: (i) mitigating floods occurring at the Chiascio River, one of the main tributaries of Tiber River, while (ii) providing water supply for irrigation. Because of these two competitive interests, the understanding of different scenarios generated by the dam operations offers an unique support to flood mitigation strategies. Results can lead to draw interesting remarks for a wide number of case studies.
Introduction
To alleviate droughts and floods, human societies have built structural devices such as levee systems and reservoirs, which can significantly affect the hydrological regime. Specifically, they can alter droughts and floods in terms of their variability, frequency and magnitude [1] .
Risk perception tends to decrease in areas protected by structural measures, as the reduced frequency of hydrological extremes is often associated with the fading awareness and preparedness of locals. In the literature, this phenomenon is known as the "safe-development paradox", which was introduced for the very first time by White [2] with reference to floods (known as "levee effect"), and more recently shown with reference to drought, and termed "reservoir effect" by Di Baldassarre et al. [3] . More specifically, the presence of structural protection measures can encourage the expansion of urban and industrial settlements in flood-prone areas and lead to catastrophic consequences, when a flood event characterized by a return period higher than the design value of the levee eventually occurs.
The presence of structural measures may cause a prolonged absence of extreme events, i.e., floods and droughts. In this scenario, the occurrence of an extreme event causes damages much higher than those due to extreme events occurring with a smaller inter-arrival time. The rationale of it is due to a continuous process of learning and forgetting that involves the population settled in the areas at risk. Indeed, several studies reported that long periods of "calm" fade the memory of locals, which are therefore more prone to not be aware of the risk and to pursue habits that do not cope well with hydrological extremes [4] . Community's risk perception can be rather low if the antecedent flood event occurred far back in time [5] . The low-risk awareness is among the main causes of low preparedness, which in turn generates an inadequate response to natural disasters [6, 7] . Not only the occurrence of hydrological extremes, but also the perception of current and future risk shapes society [8] . However, if on one side population growth and societal development tied up societies and water demand, perception of relevant problems associated to water generally decreases with increasing societal development [9] . People who do not need to personally secure water and assess water-related risks tend to forget their state, losing contact with natural water systems and thus also losing the capability of perceiving risk. For instance, population living in flood prone areas may be not aware of the hydrological risk they face, as they feel protected by hydraulic structures such as dams and levee systems.
Dams and reservoirs have consistently increased in number in the last century because of their capacity of bridging periods of water scarcity, supplying water for diverse uses. Their role was to enable economic growth and poverty mitigation in many areas [10, 11] . However, flow regulation below dams is a challenging task, which requires an interdisciplinary approach to take into account both physical variables and biota. Dam operation's effects on flood can cause hydrological alteration and ecological degradation whose evaluation and rehabilitation is commonly required by recent legislation (as the Water Framework Directive in Europe). Bizzi et al. [12] proposed a method to define an aggregate index of hydrological alteration that can be used to design minimum environmental flow and reservoir operation, useful to improve a real implementation of environmentally friendly policies. Bruno and Siviglia [13] contributed to the understanding of the consequences of dam operations to develop a unified view of the problems of flow regulation below dams. Richter & Thomas [14] , assessing the potential benefits of dam re-operation, formulated hypotheses about the ecological and social benefits. These hypotheses can be tested by implementing a re-operation plan, tracking the response of the ecosystem, and continually refining dam operations-through adaptive management and the creation of a "Flow Restoration Database".
The benefits depend on the management of these structures, for instance a catastrophic event is not only caused by the collapse or the failure of a dam [15] , but can also be due to an unsuitable operation strategy. For instance, this is the case of the Brisbane dam in Australia. The reservoir was kept full to cope with the Millennium drought and thus it was not able to laminate the incoming flood wave with catastrophic consequences [16] . In this framework, it is of utmost importance to perform flood risk analyses at the proper level of detail [17] and to determine the effect of flood management strategies operated at each dam. The flood management is a set of activities aimed at preventing and reducing the flood risk and it is one of the most important non-structural actions for the management of residual risk. The flood management activity, and especially the regulation of outflows through reservoirs, is expected by the Flood Directive 2007/60/EC for the assessment and management of flood risk. The Flood Directive obliges to define a lamination plan for each dam. A lamination plan determines the volume in the reservoir that has to be kept dry to capture floodwaters for flood control purposes. A lamination plan may consider two different approaches, which are a "static programming" and a "dynamic programming", respectively. The static programming considers the maintenance of the water level in the reservoir at a value lower than the maximum authorized for the whole period of the year considered critical for the occurrence of flood events; while the dynamic programming considers the execution of maneuvers before or during the event on the base of both quantitative precipitation forecasted upstream of the dam and the status of the basin, i.e., the water level in the reservoir and the discharge that can be released downstream without causing flooding.
The dam case of study is the Casanuova dam, located in central Italy (Umbria region). The dam aims at mitigating floods occurring at the Chiascio River, one of the main tributaries of the Tiber River, in turn the second longest Italian river, and at providing water supply for irrigation purposes. These two competitive interests can result also in the management of the reservoir that should be kept as full as possible to satisfy the water demand, but also it should be kept empty to mitigate the incoming flood waves.
In this study, the effects of different management strategies of the Casanuova dam are analyzed. The two competitive interests influence the dam management and make the understanding of the effect of different operation strategies of utmost importance to define a lamination plan. Each operation strategy is the combination of a specific initial water level in the reservoir and a specific opening of the outlet gate. The consequent water discharged downstream may have different effects on the floodplain area, also causing flooding. The main idea is that a wide number of dam management actions can lead to flooding in the areas located downstream. This work aims at investigating the effect of dam regulations to understand which areas are more affected by flooding. The study is pivotal to better plan mitigation strategies, to pursue programs aiming to inform citizens, raise their awareness and thus preparedness to face an extreme event. This work is well placed within the framework of the International Association of Hydrological Sciences (IAHS) Scientific Decade 2013-2022, entitled "Panta Rhei-Everything Flows" [18] . The IAHS Scientific Decade focuses on the investigation and interpretation of the relationships existing between the processes of the water cycle and human society. The aim is to unravel the nexus between the environment and human systems to support a more sustainable societal development in a changing environment.
The paper is organized as follow: first the case study is presented together with the hydrological data used in the study. Second, the methodology is outlined presenting the cascade model used to simulate the regulation of the dam and to determine the flood inundation maps. Then, results are shown and conclusions are drawn.
Case Study
In this Section, first, the case study area will be detailed and the dam characteristics will be presented. Second, the case study area will be framed into the plan issued for the prevention and protection from hydrogeological risk (Hydrogeological Setting Plan-PAI). Then, the hydrological data used to implement the hydrological model will be reported.
The Chiascio River Basin
The Chiascio River is located in Central Italy and it is one of the main tributaries of the Tiber River. The Chiascio River originates from the Apennine ridges at an altitude of about 850 m a.s.l., the river length is about 80 km and the drainage area is about 730 km 2 . Calcareous and permeable rocks characterize the upper part of the basin; the middle part of the main geological formation is composed by flysch and the soil has low permeability, the downstream part is composed mainly by alluvial aquifers. The catchment has a complex orography that can significantly enhance the widespread frontal rainfalls causing major flood events.
Along the river, both urban settlements and industrial areas are located; the main municipality is Bastia Umbra and Assisi.
The Casanuova dam was built in 80s-90s and it is an earth-filled dam with a trapezoidal shape. The dam subtends a drainage area of~470 km 2 and the reservoir volume is 221 Mm 3 .
The Plan for the Prevention and Protection from Hydrogeological Risk
For the Tiber River, and then for the Chiascio River, in the 2000s the Tiber River Basin Authority laid out a plan for the prevention and protection from hydrogeological risk (Hydrogeological Setting Plan-PAI) in collaboration with the Umbria Region. Subsequently, in 2015, the District Authority of the Central Apennines approved the Flood Risk Management Plan ( Figure 1 ) as required by the Flood Directive 2007/60/EC. For the completion of the hazard map, the PAI identified three different types of flooding corresponding to low, medium and high probability of occurrence, in turn corresponding to a return period lower than or equal to 500, 100-200 and 20-50 years, respectively. For each scenario, the extent of the flood, the water level height and the characteristics of the flow are indicated. To map the flood risk, the PAI considered various elements, such as the number of potentially interested inhabitants, the strategic infrastructures and structures, the environmental, historical and cultural assets, the distribution and typology of the economic activities. The dam subtends a drainage area of ~470 km 2 and the reservoir volume is 221 Mm 3 .
For the Tiber River, and then for the Chiascio River, in the 2000s the Tiber River Basin Authority laid out a plan for the prevention and protection from hydrogeological risk (Hydrogeological Setting Plan-PAI) in collaboration with the Umbria Region. Subsequently, in 2015, the District Authority of the Central Apennines approved the Flood Risk Management Plan ( Figure 1 ) as required by the Flood Directive 2007/60/EC. For the completion of the hazard map, the PAI identified three different types of flooding corresponding to low, medium and high probability of occurrence, in turn corresponding to a return period lower than or equal to 500, 100-200 and 20-50 years, respectively. For each scenario, the extent of the flood, the water level height and the characteristics of the flow are indicated. To map the flood risk, the PAI considered various elements, such as the number of potentially interested inhabitants, the strategic infrastructures and structures, the environmental, historical and cultural assets, the distribution and typology of the economic activities. Since the PAI was performed before the construction of the dam, it does not consider the effects produced by the dam. Therefore, it is necessary to assess which areas would be flooded considering different regulation strategies of the dam to define suitable operative procedures needed to raise citizens' awareness and thus increase their preparedness to face the flood risk. Moreover, the Since the PAI was performed before the construction of the dam, it does not consider the effects produced by the dam. Therefore, it is necessary to assess which areas would be flooded considering different regulation strategies of the dam to define suitable operative procedures needed to raise citizens' awareness and thus increase their preparedness to face the flood risk. Moreover, the evaluation of the areas that would be flooded considering different dam regulation strategies is of great importance to plan non-structural mitigation strategies such as early warning systems [19, 20] .
As we aim to understand the role of the dam in relation to hydrological extremes (i.e., flood events), a major flood event characterized by a return period of 200 years and occurred in 2013 is considered and it is used as input for the dam. The peak discharge of the flood event is equal to 639 m 3 /s, the duration of the event is equal to 63 h, and the time to peak is around 26 h. Several dam regulation strategies are implemented to investigate the role of the dam in the mitigation of the flood wave.
Hydrological Data
In the Upper Tiber River basin a real time hydro-meteorological network is operating. For this analysis, the data recorded during the heavy rainfall event occurred in November 2013 by 19 rain gauges ( Figure 2 ) and three hydrometric gauges located at Pianello, Ponte Rosciano and in the reservoir were considered. During the whole event a rainfall depth equal to~330 mm, with a return period approximately equal to 150-200 years, was registered in a couple of locations (e.g., Gualdo Tadino), which are located upstream of the dam, Table 1 
Methodology: The Cascade Model
To simulate the process of rainfall-runoff transformation and thus the hydrograph used as the dam input-a hydrological model was built. It was also used to simulate the different scenarios that represent the dam regulation strategies and therefore, to determine the corresponding output of the dam in terms of maximum discharge values. In turn, each output of the dam was used as an upstream boundary condition of the hydraulic model used to simulate the flood propagation and the inundation processes in the river reach. The hydraulic model was thus used to determine the effect, in terms of inundated areas, of each dam regulation scenario. In the following, both models will be 
To simulate the process of rainfall-runoff transformation and thus the hydrograph used as the dam input-a hydrological model was built. It was also used to simulate the different scenarios that represent the dam regulation strategies and therefore, to determine the corresponding output of the dam in terms of maximum discharge values. In turn, each output of the dam was used as an upstream boundary condition of the hydraulic model used to simulate the flood propagation and the inundation processes in the river reach. The hydraulic model was thus used to determine the effect, in terms of inundated areas, of each dam regulation scenario. In the following, both models will be detailed.
The Hydrological Model
The freely available semi-distributed event-based hydrological model HEC-HMS [21] was used for the analysis. Specifically, losses are estimated by using the Soil Conservation Service-Curve Number (SCS-CN), the SCS-Unit Hydrograph (SCS-UH) method represents the rainfall-runoff transformation, and the flood routing along the natural channels is simulated through the Muskingum-Cunge model.
As mentioned, losses are estimated by using the Soil Conservation Service-Curve Number (SCS-CN), whereby the direct runoff depth, P e , is:
P is the rainfall depth, S is the potential maximum retention and I a is the initial abstraction, which can be expressed as a function of S. The SCS expressed I a = 0.2S on the basis of the results obtained for several experimental watersheds [22] . The potential maximum retention, S, is related to a dimensionless Curve Number (CN) defined as a function of land use, soil type and antecedent wetness conditions (AWC).
The rainfall-runoff transformation is represented by using the SCS-Unit Hydrograph (SCS-UH) method incorporating only one parameter. This parameter is assumed to be the basin lag time, defined as the time shift between the centroids of effective rainfall and direct runoff [23] . Specifically, for each homogeneous elements (sub-basin), the lag time, L, is estimated by using the lag-area relationship proposed by [24] :
where L is the basin lag time in hours, A the drainage area in km 2 and η a parameter to be calibrated. Equation (2) with η = 1 was obtained considering 26 watersheds in Central Italy with areas ranging from 12 km 2 to 4147 km 2 . However, this result refers to the effective rainfall hyetographs determined by the extended form of the two-terms Philip's infiltration equation and the use of the geomorphological unit hydrograph for the rainfall-runoff transformation. Therefore, η is considered here as a calibration parameter to take into account the differences due to the use of the SCS-CN method and the SCS unit hydrograph. Finally, the flood routing along the natural channels is simulated through the Muskingum-Cunge model that is based on the combination of the conservation mass and the diffusion representation of the conservation of momentum. The coefficients are recalculated every time step as a function of channel properties and the flow depth.
The hydrological load of the hydraulic model is represented by the precipitation, gauged by the rain gauges deployed in the area of interest. The Inverse Distance Weight precipitation method is used to interpolate the rainfall across the area.
The dam behavior is modelled within the hydrological model. The reservoir is described by the elevation-storage relationship, which ensures the respect of the continuity equation, and by the characterization of a culvert outlet and a spillway.
Specifically, the outlet gate is characterized by a submerged inlet control and the discharge outflowing from the gate is given by:
where A c is the area of the gate, which has a circular shape, C d is the discharge coefficient, h is the total head. While the discharge outflowing from the uncontrolled broad-crested spillway is given by:
where C s is a variable coefficient of discharge, L is the effective length of the crest, H is the total head on the crest including velocity of approach head.
Hydrological Model Calibration
The rainfall-runoff model is calibrated using the flood event occurred in 2013, and the flood regulation strategy applied during that specific event. For this event, the hydrograph was available at two sites (i.e., Pianello and Ponte Rosciano) located downstream the dam. Specifically, Pianello is located around 10 km from the dam, while Ponte Rosciano is located in the proximity of the river outlet. During the event, the Casanuova dam, although not yet in full operation, allowed a partial regulation of the outflows playing a crucial role for the protection of the territories downstream, along the Chiascio River and avoiding the overlap between Tiber and Chiascio Rivers peak discharges. The dam is still not in full operation. Since we are investigating the extension of the flooded areas in a comparative framework, it is reasonable to calibrate the model using the event occurred in 2013 to predict the areas flooded by all management scenarios, simulating a full operating dam. The discharge outflowing during the event was always lower than 140 m 3 /s, Figure 3 , that represents the maximum discharge that flows in the downstream river reach without significant flooding. The dam retained 21 Mm 3 while the total inflow volume was 36 Mm 3 .
It was not possible to know the evolution of the actual water level in the reservoir during the event because the hydrometer was broken, however the initial level in the reservoir was known and equaled 274 m a.s.l. Therefore, the calibration is performed comparing the peak discharge and the time to peak values simulated against those recorded at the two gauging stations (i.e., Pianello and Ponte Rosciano). It was not possible to know the evolution of the actual water level in the reservoir during the event because the hydrometer was broken, however the initial level in the reservoir was known and equaled 274 m a.s.l. Therefore, the calibration is performed comparing the peak discharge and the time to peak values simulated against those recorded at the two gauging stations (i.e., Pianello and Ponte Rosciano).
The estimation metrics that were used to calibrate the model are the following. The error between the peak values of the observed and simulated discharge is defined as: 
where Qp,sim and Qp,obs are the simulated and observed discharge peak values, respectively. Then, the Nash Sutcliff Efficiency index (NSE) is estimated:
where Qsim,j and Qobs,j are the simulated and observed discharge values, respectively, at the time jth for a total number of time steps N equal to 71, Q is the mean of observed discharge values. The
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is then estimated:
In Table 2 the values of the estimation metrics, together with the time to peak-that it is the time existing between the occurrence of the observed and the simulated flood peak, are shown Table 2 . Values of the estimation metrics used to calibrate the hydrological model: error between the peak values of the observed and simulated discharge (εpeak), the time to peak (tto peak), the Nash Sutcliff Efficiency index (NSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) at the two gauging stations of Pianello and Ponte Rosciano. The estimation metrics that were used to calibrate the model are the following. The error between the peak values of the observed and simulated discharge is defined as:
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The Hydraulic Model
The propagation in the channel of the discharge outflowing from the dam was performed using the one dimensional (1D) code HEC-RAS [25] in steady flow conditions. HEC-RAS has been widely applied for hydraulic modelling (e.g., [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ) and its trustworthy has been proven by many scholars (e.g., [31] ).
Specifically, we employed the HEC-RAS software [25] to calculate the water depth and the flooded areas for different upstream boundary conditions corresponding to different outflow from the dam. The main idea is that not only the worst case scenario is worth being investigated, but also other management scenarios which may lead to minor floodings. The knowledge of the effects of diverse managements is required to enhance the risk mitigation and support the Civil Protection's action. The employed numerical modeling is based on one-dimensional steady flow. Energy losses are calculated through the Manning's equation and the momentum equation is solved in river cross-sections where the current is rapidly varied (e.g., at bridges, hydraulic jumps, and weirs). From the survey performed on site, 77 river-cross sections were extracted and used to build the river geometry, 11 hydraulic structures (i.e., bridges) were also surveyed and implemented in the model, Figure 4 . We used the capabilities of the RAS Mapper routines, available directly in HEC-RAS to delineate the floodplain and generate inundation maps for all the available set of discharges deriving from the hydrological analysis [32] . A triangular interpolation surface is built from cross sections data and a detailed terrain model of the channel is created with a spatial resolution of 0.1 m. The terrain model of the channel is then joined with a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) having a spatial resolution of 1 m, as seen in Figure 5 . Floodplain delineation results are achieved by applying the water surface elevations computed by the hydraulic model to the interpolation surface. The water surface elevation is converted to a grid and compared with the ground surface to create a continuous depth surface. As boundary conditions, discharge values are imposed at the inlet, at river cross-sections corresponding to the town of Petrignano, to Ponte Rosciano and to the confluence of both Tescio and Topino Rivers. As a downstream boundary condition, a known water surface elevation is given, which represents the water depth in correspondence of the junction with the Tiber River. The model was calibrated against PAI flood inundation maps [33] . 
Specifically, we employed the HEC-RAS software [25] to calculate the water depth and the flooded areas for different upstream boundary conditions corresponding to different outflow from the dam. The main idea is that not only the worst case scenario is worth being investigated, but also other management scenarios which may lead to minor floodings. The knowledge of the effects of diverse managements is required to enhance the risk mitigation and support the Civil Protection's action. The employed numerical modeling is based on one-dimensional steady flow. Energy losses are calculated through the Manning's equation and the momentum equation is solved in river crosssections where the current is rapidly varied (e.g., at bridges, hydraulic jumps, and weirs). From the survey performed on site, 77 river-cross sections were extracted and used to build the river geometry, 11 hydraulic structures (i.e., bridges) were also surveyed and implemented in the model, Figure 4 . We used the capabilities of the RAS Mapper routines, available directly in HEC-RAS to delineate the floodplain and generate inundation maps for all the available set of discharges deriving from the hydrological analysis [32] . A triangular interpolation surface is built from cross sections data and a detailed terrain model of the channel is created with a spatial resolution of 0.1 m. The terrain model of the channel is then joined with a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) having a spatial resolution of 1 m, as seen in Figure 5 . Floodplain delineation results are achieved by applying the water surface elevations computed by the hydraulic model to the interpolation surface. The water surface elevation is converted to a grid and compared with the ground surface to create a continuous depth surface. As boundary conditions, discharge values are imposed at the inlet, at river cross-sections corresponding to the town of Petrignano, to Ponte Rosciano and to the confluence of both Tescio and Topino Rivers. As a downstream boundary condition, a known water surface elevation is given, which represents the water depth in correspondence of the junction with the Tiber River. The model was calibrated against PAI flood inundation maps [33] . 
Flood Inundation Maps
Flood inundation maps can be generated through deterministic or probabilistic approaches (e.g., [34, 35] ). Deterministic approaches are based on the assumption that the hydraulic model can fully represent the physical behavior of the river. To this end, usually the most physically realistic and most computationally affordable model is chosen. Once the model is calibrated, the map obtained is considered as truth [36] . On the other hand, probabilistic approaches are based on ensemble simulations. Specifically, a Monte Carlo approach is implemented, thus a large number of simulations is performed, taking into account hydrological uncertainty corresponding to the magnitude of a specific flood event. The probabilistic map is then drawn by executing a weighted sum of each Monte Carlo simulation at each ith cell of the Digital Elevation Model [37] . The probabilistic approach relies on the assumption that all flood inundation maps have the same probability of occurrence.
In this case, the flood inundation maps do not have the same probability, as they are not generated from equally probable scenarios, thus it is not possible to retrieve a probabilistic flood inundation map. However, we aimed at understanding which are the areas that are more prone to be hit by the flood events using a frequentist approach. To this end, we built an ensemble of all flood maps (i.e., 360) derived by the model assigning to each ith cell a value depending to whether the cell was flooded or not. Then, the flood state is given according to the frequentist approach:
where w is either 1 for a wet cell or 0 for a dry cell and M is the number of scenarios (i.e., 360). A cell is considered wet when the water depth in the cell is higher than 0.2 m [38].
Results
To estimate the effect of a flood event on the river reach and on the floodplain downstream the dam, first the hydrological model is run. The hydrological model allowed us to transform the heavy rainfall event characterized by a return period of 200 years into runoff. The resulting flood wave has a peak of 640 m 3 /s and is used as a forcer to the dam. The dam behavior is represented within the hydrological model, obtaining as output of the model the discharge values outflowing from the dam corresponding to different regulation strategies. These discharge values are used as input of the hydraulic model to generate the corresponding flood inundation maps. Then, a flood map envelope is estimated as indicated by Equation (8), Figure 6 . The envelope allowed us to understand the effect 
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where w is either 1 for a wet cell or 0 for a dry cell and M is the number of scenarios (i.e., 360). A cell is considered wet when the water depth in the cell is higher than 0.2 m [38] .
Results
To estimate the effect of a flood event on the river reach and on the floodplain downstream the dam, first the hydrological model is run. The hydrological model allowed us to transform the heavy rainfall event characterized by a return period of 200 years into runoff. The resulting flood wave has a peak of 640 m 3 /s and is used as a forcer to the dam. The dam behavior is represented within the hydrological model, obtaining as output of the model the discharge values outflowing from the dam corresponding to different regulation strategies. These discharge values are used as input of the hydraulic model to generate the corresponding flood inundation maps. Then, a flood map envelope is estimated as indicated by Equation (8), Figure 6 . The envelope allowed us to understand the effect of different operation rules on the floodplain downstream the dam. A historical flood event has been used because of its characteristics of magnitude and because it was of great interest to investigate how different management strategies would have coped with the incoming flood wave. As the purpose of the Casanuova dam is to cope with both hydrological extreme events (i.e., floods and droughts), the management scenarios have to represent these two conflicting interests. On one side, the dam has to furnish water for irrigation purposes and provide drinking water. This is specifically relevant when a drought event happens and thus the settlements largely rely on the capacity of the dam retention basin. On the other side, the dam is used to mitigate the incoming flood waves to protect the settlements downstream. These two conflicting interests result in conflicting scenarios of dam operation strategies. On one side, the reservoir must be kept as full as possible to provide water to the surrounding settlements and to industrial and agricultural activities. On the other side, the water level in the reservoir should be close to its minimum value to allow a suitable reduction of extreme flood waves. The envelope map has thus the purpose to show the areas that would be more affected by these two conflicting interests that drive the operation strategies of the dam. Since many settlements and productive activities are located along the river reach, this results also from the envelope map. The knowledge of the residual risk associated to the presence of the dam is of utmost importance to plan non-structural flood risk mitigation strategies, such as early warning systems. Moreover, it allows the Civil Protection to plan effective projects to raise the awareness of the population living in flood prone areas in order to increase its preparedness to face a flood event.
Since the interest in the dam operation strategies, it is important to understand which is their impact on the reduction of the flood wave. To this end, the plot in Figure 7 shows the value of the discharge outflowing from the dam against the different initial water level in the reservoir for different openings of the outlet gate. When the initial level equals its maximum value (i.e., 330 m a.s.l.), both the spillway and the gate work. Thus, the water discharged is the sum of the contribution of the two release structures. The spillway releases water as a function of the total head on the spillway crest at the power of 3/2, while the culvert releases water with a law function of the squared value of the water depth in the reservoir (i.e., Equations (3) and (4)). Thus, the contribution of the spillway significantly affects the discharge released by the structure. The highest value of released discharge is due to a fully opened culvert for any value of the initial level in the reservoir. The superposition of the discharges released by the two types of outlets should be avoided. When the Figure 6 . Flood map envelope. The frequency of each cell to be flooded is presented in color ranging from white (i.e., 0) to dark blue (i.e., 1).
As the purpose of the Casanuova dam is to cope with both hydrological extreme events (i.e., floods and droughts), the management scenarios have to represent these two conflicting interests. On one side, the dam has to furnish water for irrigation purposes and provide drinking water. This is specifically relevant when a drought event happens and thus the settlements largely rely on the capacity of the dam retention basin. On the other side, the dam is used to mitigate the incoming flood waves to protect the settlements downstream. These two conflicting interests result in conflicting scenarios of dam operation strategies. On one side, the reservoir must be kept as full as possible to provide water to the surrounding settlements and to industrial and agricultural activities. On the other side, the water level in the reservoir should be close to its minimum value to allow a suitable reduction of extreme flood waves. The envelope map has thus the purpose to show the areas that would be more affected by these two conflicting interests that drive the operation strategies of the dam. Since many settlements and productive activities are located along the river reach, this results also from the envelope map. The knowledge of the residual risk associated to the presence of the dam is of utmost importance to plan non-structural flood risk mitigation strategies, such as early warning systems. Moreover, it allows the Civil Protection to plan effective projects to raise the awareness of the population living in flood prone areas in order to increase its preparedness to face a flood event.
Since the interest in the dam operation strategies, it is important to understand which is their impact on the reduction of the flood wave. To this end, the plot in Figure 7 shows the value of the discharge outflowing from the dam against the different initial water level in the reservoir for different openings of the outlet gate. When the initial level equals its maximum value (i.e., 330 m a.s.l.), both the spillway and the gate work. Thus, the water discharged is the sum of the contribution of the two release structures. The spillway releases water as a function of the total head on the spillway crest at the power of 3/2, while the culvert releases water with a law function of the squared value of the water depth in the reservoir (i.e., Equations (3) and (4)). Thus, the contribution of the spillway significantly affects the discharge released by the structure. The highest value of released discharge is due to a fully opened culvert for any value of the initial level in the reservoir. The superposition of the discharges released by the two types of outlets should be avoided. When the water level in the reservoir is higher than 325 m a.s.l., the gate should be half open, while, if the water level is lower than 325 m a.s.l., the gate should be closed, as seen in Figure 7 .
We also reported the ratio between the outflow and the maximum outflow, as seen in Figure 7 .
water level in the reservoir is higher than 325 m a.s.l., the gate should be half open, while, if the water level is lower than 325 m a.s.l., the gate should be closed, as seen in Figure 7 . We also reported the ratio between the outflow and the maximum outflow, as seen in Figure 7 . As expected, while the reduction of the flood peak is small when the initial level in the reservoir is high, the capacity of lessening the discharge released downstream is higher when the initial level is low. However, the opening of the culvert plays a major role, in the case of a wide open culvert. The maximum discharge outflows when the retention basin is full and the culvert is wide open. With a wide open culvert, the reduction of the outflow can be at most the 40% of the maximum outflowing discharge (i.e., around 400 m 3 /s when the water elevation in the reservoir is 290 m a.s.l.), while there is a substantial reduction in the other two cases.
We report the flood inundation maps of the three worst case scenarios for the three different openings (i.e., corresponding to a full reservoir), Figure 8 .
The case of the half-open outlet gate may look more optimistic, as the discharge outflowing is the smallest among all the cases, Figure 9 and Table 3 . This may result also looking at a detail of the flood inundation maps, Figure 10 As expected, while the reduction of the flood peak is small when the initial level in the reservoir is high, the capacity of lessening the discharge released downstream is higher when the initial level is low. However, the opening of the culvert plays a major role, in the case of a wide open culvert. The maximum discharge outflows when the retention basin is full and the culvert is wide open.
With a wide open culvert, the reduction of the outflow can be at most the 40% of the maximum outflowing discharge (i.e., around 400 m 3 /s when the water elevation in the reservoir is 290 m a.s.l.), while there is a substantial reduction in the other two cases.
The case of the half-open outlet gate may look more optimistic, as the discharge outflowing is the smallest among all the cases, Figure 9 and Table 3 . This may result also looking at a detail of the flood inundation maps, Figure 10 Figure 10 . Three details of a flooded area for three different opening of the outlet gate (in the box on each panel) generated considering a water level in the reservoir equals to its maximum value.
However, it is noteworthy to bear in mind that the half open case is the best until the level in the reservoir makes the spillway crest working, otherwise the best is the case "closed" outlet gate.
Results show that the spillway crest has a crucial role as its impact on the released discharge is much higher than the one of the outlet gate. However, it is also worth noting that the opening of the outlet gate plays a major role for any water depth, especially when it is fully open.
In this study, the overtopping and the possible breach of the levee systems were not simulated. Since the importance of the interaction between flood scenarios and levees, we encourage future research to complement this work and thus study the effects of levee failures on the floodplain.
Discussion
The knowledge of the discharge released downstream when an extreme flood event occurs is of utmost importance to understand its impact on the floodplain. The dam may insinuate a false sense of safety in the citizens living in the areas that were originally at risk. As investigated by several scholars, hydraulic structures, such as levee systems and dams, may fade the memory of locals which forget to be in a flood prone area and engage themselves in activities that do not cope well with hydrological extremes (e.g., [9, 39] ). As a matter of fact, these structures alter the frequency, the magnitude, and spatial distribution of hydrological extreme events [3, 40, 41] . Dams and reservoirs However, it is noteworthy to bear in mind that the half open case is the best until the level in the reservoir makes the spillway crest working, otherwise the best is the case "closed" outlet gate.
The knowledge of the discharge released downstream when an extreme flood event occurs is of utmost importance to understand its impact on the floodplain. The dam may insinuate a false sense of safety in the citizens living in the areas that were originally at risk. As investigated by several scholars, hydraulic structures, such as levee systems and dams, may fade the memory of locals which forget to be in a flood prone area and engage themselves in activities that do not cope well with hydrological extremes (e.g., [9, 39] ). As a matter of fact, these structures alter the frequency, the magnitude, and spatial distribution of hydrological extreme events [3, 40, 41] . Dams and reservoirs are examples of structures that change hydrological behavior of a catchment and significantly change hydrological extremes (i.e., both flood events and droughts [42] ). Therefore, the construction of structural risk mitigation strategies may shape the risk perception in the local community as in the case of the Brisbane dam which led to consider the namesake city as flood proof, until the catastrophic event occurred in 2011 [43] .
In this framework, it is crucial to understand which would be the effect of an extreme flood event on the floodplain-located downstream of the dam. Since the dam plays a major role in altering the flood event, it is important to analyze different scenarios of dam management strategies to understand the impact that these scenarios would have on the flood event. To this end, in this paper, we analyzed a large number of management scenarios which depend on the combination of the initial water level in the reservoir and the opening of the outlet gate. It resulted in the implementation of a flood maps envelope that indicates the areas more exposed to flood risk. This flood risk can also be called residual risk, as it is a consequence of the dam presence and needs to be mitigated using structural and non-structural methodologies. Structural measures comprise the construction or heightening of a levee system, while non-structural measures can be the introduction of policies and laws, public awareness raising, training and education to reduce risks and impacts [44, 45] . The choice of relying on one type of mitigation measure rather than another one can be due to the type of society settled on the floodplain [46] or to the existence of structural measures that were built before the construction of the retention basin. The latter is the case of the case study area, where structural devices were set in place before the erection of the dam. Thus, the knowledge of the residual risk on the floodplain is vital to implement measures which could raise the awareness in the population.
Conclusions
This paper aimed at exploring how flood inundation patterns are altered by the presence of a multi-purpose dam or a retention basin. Since the dam under study was built to mitigate both floods and droughts, we hypothesized that the management of the dam was focused both on the mitigation of droughts and floods. To this end, we assumed that the water level in the reservoir could have assumed any value from its minimum to its maximum before the arrival of the flood wave. We combined the water level in the reservoir with different openings of the outlet gate that discharges the water downstream. The discharge outflowing from the dam has then be used to determine flood inundation maps in the floodplain located downstream of the dam.
This allowed us to explore how diverse dam operation strategies may alter the flood event with different impacts on the downstream floodplain areas. Since the dam was built to provide water supply for irrigation and drinkable purposes, the reservoir may be full before the occurrence of a flood event. In this framework it is crucial to understand the behavior of the dam and which operation strategy could cope better with the variety of scenarios that may occur.
In the case of the Casanuova dam, when the water level in the reservoir equals its maximum level, both the spillway crest and the outlet gate work. This results in a large release of discharge, which inundates the floodplain downstream. If the outlet gate is fully open, the resulting scenarios are the worst compared to a half-open and closed gate as the outflowing discharge is a function of the water depth in the reservoir. In contrast, the best scenario is represented by the combination of a low water level in the reservoir and a small opening of the outlet gate.
The knowledge of the effect of the regulation strategies of the dam in terms of flood inundation maps is of utmost importance to plan mitigation projects and actions to raise citizens' awareness. The flood inundation maps envelope resulting from this study can be used by the Civil Protection to estimate the residual risk in floodplain areas, plan evacuation routes, and implement effective strategies to safeguard settlements and productive areas located along the river reach in flood prone areas. Moreover, the Civil Protection may improve the maps of municipal emergency planning with the crucial support of the Local Functional Center network, which supports the national alerting system at regional scale (e.g., managing the provisional phase and the monitoring and control during the event, ensuring the data flow to the civil protection for the emergency and the management of the emergency).
Flood hazard investigations are often based on three different types of flooding with low, medium and high probability of occurrence, corresponding to a return period lower than or equal to 500, 100-200 and 20-50 years, respectively. The flood inundation maps could allow a new perspective focused on the introduction of an additional "residual flood hazard zone" and could lead to the adaptive management strategies to evaluate the effectiveness and the benefits of particular risk management options based on the concept of residual risks.
Finally, the outcomes of the present study may also allow a fair communication of flood risks to the general public, by clarifying that a residual risk is always present after the implementation of any protection measure.
A future perspective of this work is the analysis of how people living in these flood prone areas respond to the effects of the hydrological extremes. As a matter of fact, there is still little understanding of how communities adapt and cope with hydrological extremes influenced by reservoir management [1] . In particular, the concept of risk perception [47] [48] [49] , as the result of intuitive biases, economic interests and cultural values, should be considered, by taking into account death rates and other factors, as emotions (i.e., outrage; [50] ). This is part of a wider research agenda in the framework of the "Panta Rhei", the upcoming IAHS Scientific Decade [18] , which aims to uncover the mutual shaping of hydrology and society.
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